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2024 Seward to Glenn Connection PEL Study: 

Affected Zoning Capacity (Preliminary Analysis) 
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The final chart above shows how many acres of each zoning district would potentially be 

affected by each PEL design alternative. Analysis of Alternative A, for example, indicates that 

2.3 acres of R-3 zoned-land would be affected or eliminated, and 7.5 acres of R-4 zoned land 

would be affected or eliminated. Although small in terms of acreage, the potential capacity 

of these areas is significant: 2.3 acres of R-3 zoned land could potentially yield 15-40 

dwelling units per acre (35-92 housing units) and 7.5 acres of R-4 zoned land could 

potentially yield 40+ dwelling units per acre (300+ housing units). -Other alternatives 

appeared to remove larger quantities of land with high-capacity residential zoning. 

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION 

The 2014 Fairview Neighborhood Plan provided specific guidance on how future 

infrastructure along the Gambell Ingra corridor should look. Master planning processes for 

the Chester Creek corridor may also have specific guidance about future land use in these 

areas. Guidance and designs from these planning efforts should be more clearly 

incorporated into the design alternatives proposed by the PEL team. 

METHODOLOGY 

We were able to locate polylines for the design alternatives from publicly-available   

ArcGIS servers and then use the "select by location" function in ArcGIS Pro to select 

affected parcels based on intersections with MOA parcel data. We simplified polylines to 

only those lines related to vehicular roads and bridges, and manually removed most 

parcels which did not seem to be significantly affected by proposed infrastructure. 

Greater impacts could exist with the inclusion of pedestrian and multi-use path 

infrastructure. The numbers for housing units come from MOA parcel data related to 

"living units", and all analysis on net 
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https://services.arcgis.com/04HiymDgLlsbhaV4/ArcGIS/rest/services



